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Question-Answering and
Chatbots Using Memory
Networks
Natural language understanding (NLU) tasks can be thought of as an umbrella term
encompassing research areas that involve reasoning over text in both syntactic and
semantic ways, such as text summarization, machine translation, and conversation
modelling (that is, chatbots).
An interesting line of natural language processing (NLP) research deals with decomposing
all NLU tasks into a simple Question-Answer (QA) framework, where the model must
reason over an input text (for example, a Wikipedia article on dogs), to answer questions
such as, What is the most common breed of dogs? What is the summary of the article? What is the
translation into French?.
In this chapter, we will understand the QA task and introduce a class of deep learning
models known as memory networks to build QA systems. We shall then learn about the
various components of an end-to-end trained chatbot model and extend memory networks
to build conversational chatbots.

The Question-Answering task
On the surface, the Question-Answering task seems straightforward—given a question and
(optionally) some related facts, the model must produce an answer.
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Traditional approaches to QA include rule-based models or information retrieval methods
based on word overlap or tf-idf scores. However, training a model to understand the input
as well as the facts in terms of both syntax and semantics can be challenging due to the
inherent complications of natural language. Deep neural networks can learn to model these
complexities without handcrafting or feature engineering, and have emerged as the stateof-the-art networks for these tasks.

Question-Answering datasets
Question-Answering datasets can have differences based on the form in which a response
or answer is required. We will briefly summarize a few popular academic datasets for QA
along with their key characteristics:
Dataset name

Description

This suite of 20 synthetically generated tasks was aimed to test some fundamental skills that
bAbI text
models for NLU should possess. Each task trains a model to answer a question on the state of its
understanding tasks
environment based on a paragraph where various actions are taken in the environment.

Category URL
https://
research.fb.
Answer
com/
selection
downloads/
babi/

https://
SQuAD: Stanford
SQuAD contains questions associated with Wikipedia articles, and requires the model to select an
Answer
stanford-qa.
Question Answering answer span in the article itself as an answer to the question. It is the most popular QA dataset
spanning
com/
Dataset
today.
VQA: Visual
In VQA, the input to be reasoned over is an image instead of text. The model must learn to reason Answer http://www.
Question Answering
over pixels to select answers to textual questions about the image.
selection visualqa.org/
Dataset
http://data.
The ARC dataset contains science multiple choice questions to select answers from. It was
AI2 Reasoning
Multiple
allenai.org/
specially designed to expose the shortcomings of recent neural network models that claim to do
Challenge
choice
arc/
language understanding for easy datasets such as SQuAD and bAbI!

Memory networks for Question-Answering
Memory networks are a general class of neural network models for NLU tasks introduced
by Weston et al. in 2014 in the context of end-to-end trained QA systems. Given a question
and some supporting facts or relevant information, the task is to generate or select an
appropriate answer. The model stores these facts in a persistent memory and is trained to
perform reasoning based on them to produce an appropriate response.
The first paper on this topic was titled Memory Networks by Jason Weston,
Sumit Chopra, and Antoine Bordes, and can be found at http://arxiv.
org/abs/1410.3916.
As QA tasks come in many varieties, memory networks offer a flexible and modular
framework where facts stored in memories could range from text to images, and answers
can be generated or retrieved from a set of candidates.
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Memory network pipeline overview
A generic memory network's architecture can be decomposed into four parts: a
Question Module, an Input Module, a Memory Module, and an Output Module. As is
common practice in neural networks, information passes from one module to the other
through dense vectors/embeddings, making the parameters of the model end-to-end
trainable using gradient descent:

The working of this model is as follows:
The Input Module receives multiple facts and encodes each of them in vectors.
The Question Module, similar to the Input Module, is responsible for encoding
the question in a vector.
The Memory Module receives the encoded facts (from the Input Module) and
the encoded question (from the Question Module), and performs a soft attention
mechanism on the facts to figure out their relevance to the question. The result of
the attention is a context vector for the given question, encoding the question, as
well as all the contextual information required to answer it.
The Output Module receives the context vector and is responsible for producing
an answer in the desired format. This could mean the selection of an appropriate
response from a candidate set, the prediction of answer spans, or the generation
of a token-by-token response.
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Writing a memory network in TensorFlow
In the following sections, we will look under the hood of a simple memory network
architecture described by Sukhbaatar et al. in 2015 for building a retrieval-based QA
system. We will provide code snippets to build a generic memory network class, explaining
the working and details of the model along the way
Details about the model can be found in the paper End-to-End Memory
Networks by Sainbayar Sukhbaatar, Arthur Szlam, Jason Weston, and Rob
Fergus at http://arxiv.org/abs/1503.08895.

Class constructor
We will define the constructor for initializing the memory network's initializer object,
optimizer object, mini-batch size, and so on. We will also write high-level TensorFlow
operations for the loss, prediction, and training. All of them hinge on the _inference
method, which we will implement in the following sections:
class MemoryNetwork(object):
def __init__(self, sentence_size, vocab_size, candidates_size,
candidates_vec, embedding_size, hops,
initializer=tf.random_normal_initializer(stddev=0.1),
optimizer=tf.train.AdamOptimizer(learning_rate=0.01),
session=tf.Session()):
self._hops = hops
self._candidates_vec = candidates_vec
# Define placeholders for inputs to the model
self._facts = tf.placeholder(
tf.int32, [None, None, sentence_size], name="facts")
self._questions = tf.placeholder(
tf.int32, [None, sentence_size], name="questions")
self._answers = tf.placeholder(
tf.int32, [None], name="answers")
# Define trainable variables used for inference
with tf.variable_scope("MemoryNetwork"):
# Word embedding lookup matrix for input facts and
questions
self.word_emb_matrix = tf.Variable(initializer(
[vocab_size, embedding_size]), name="A")
# Matrix used for linear transformations during inference
self.transformation_matrix = tf.Variable(initializer(
[embedding_size, embedding_size]), name="H")
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# Word embedding lookup matrix for output responses
self.output_word_emb_matrix = tf.Variable(initializer(
[vocab_size, embedding_size]), name="W")
# Compute cross entropy error on inference predictions
logits = self._inference(self._facts, self._questions)
cross_entropy = tf.nn.sparse_softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits(
logits=logits, labels=self._answers, name="cross_entropy")
cross_entropy_sum = tf.reduce_sum(
cross_entropy, name="cross_entropy_sum")
# Define loss operation
self.loss_op = cross_entropy_sum
# Define gradient pipeline
grads_and_vars = optimizer.compute_gradients(self.loss_op)
# Define training operation
self.train_op = optimizer.apply_gradients(
grads_and_vars, name="train_op")
# Define prediction operation
self.predict_op = tf.argmax(logits, 1, name="predict_op")
# Load session and initialize all variables
self._session = session
self._session.run(tf.initialize_all_variables())

Input module
The input module does a word embedding lookup for all the words in each input fact, and
then builds a single embedding for each fact by summing across the temporal direction,
that is, summing the word embeddings for each word in a fact:
def _input_module(self, facts):
with tf.variable_scope("InputModule"):
facts_emb = tf.nn.embedding_lookup(self.word_emb_matrix,
facts)
return tf.reduce_sum(facts_emb, 2)
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Question module
The question module does the same embedding lookup and temporal summation as the
input module. The embedding matrix, and hence the word vocabulary, is shared between
the two modules:
def _question_module(self, questions):
with tf.variable_scope("QuestionModule"):
questions_emb = tf.nn.embedding_lookup(
self.word_emb_matrix, questions)
return tf.reduce_sum(questions_emb, 1)

Since we are building the most conceptually simple memory network possible, we do not
make use of more sophisticated sentence representation models, such as recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) or Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). The modular nature of the
architecture makes it easy to do further experiments on this.

Memory module
The magic of memory network models lies in their formulation of the memory module,
which performs a soft attention mechanism over the fact embeddings. Literature on
memory networks and other attention-based models introduces many different types of
attention mechanisms, but all of them hinge on the concept of an element-wise dot product
followed by a summation between two vectors as an operation measuring semantic or
syntactic similarity. We will call it the reduce-dot operation, which receives two vectors and
results in a single number denoting a similarity score.
We have formulated our attention mechanism as follows:
1. The context vector is used to encode all the information required to produce an
output and is initialized as the question vector
2. The reduce-dot operation between each of the fact vectors and the context vector
gives us similarity scores for each of the fact vectors
3. We then take a softmax over these similarity scores to normalize these scores into
probability values between 0 and 1
4. For each fact vector, we then multiply each element of the vector by the similarity
probability value for that fact
5. Finally, we take an element-wise sum of these weighted fact vectors to get a
context representation where certain facts have higher importance than others
6. The context vector is then updated by element-wise adding this context
representation to it
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7. The updated context vector is used to attend to the fact vectors and is
subsequently updated further using multiple passes over the facts, termed hops
The steps can be understood through an expanded view of the memory module:

We must use NumPy-like atomic operations in TensorFlow to write our memory module,
as there is no high-level wrapper in the API for performing reduce-dot operations:
def _memory_module(self, questions_emb, facts_emb):
with tf.variable_scope("MemoryModule"):
initial_context_vector = questions_emb
context_vectors = [initial_context_vector]
# Multi-hop attention over facts to update context vector
for hop in range(self._hops):
# Perform reduce_dot
context_temp = tf.transpose(
tf.expand_dims(context_vectors[-1], -1), [0, 2, 1])
similarity_scores = tf.reduce_sum(
facts_emb * context_temp, 2)
# Calculate similarity probabilities
probs = tf.nn.softmax(similarity_scores)
# Perform attention multiplication
probs_temp = tf.transpose(tf.expand_dims(probs, -1),
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[0, 2, 1])
facts_temp = tf.transpose(facts_emb, [0, 2, 1])
context_rep = tf.reduce_sum(facts_temp*probs_temp, 2)
# Update context vector
context_vector = tf.matmul(context_vectors[-1],
self.transformation_matrix) \
+ context_rep
# Append to context vector list to use in next hop
context_vectors.append(context_vector)
# Return context vector for last hop
return context_vector

Each hop may attend to different aspects of the facts, and using such a multi-hop attention
mechanism leads to richer context vectors. The mechanism allows models to understand
and reason over the facts in a step-by-step manner, as we can see by visualizing the values
of the similarity probabilities at each hop:

Output module
The output module usually depends on the task at hand. In this case, it is used to retrieve
the most appropriate reply from a set of candidates. It does this by first converting each
candidate into embeddings in the same way as the input and question modules did, and
then taking dot products of each candidate embedding with the context vector from the
memory module. For each candidate, we get a similarity or matching score with the context
vector. For inference, we apply a softmax function over the similarity values for all the
candidates to select the most appropriate one:
def _output_module(self, context_vector):
with tf.variable_scope("OuptutModule"):
candidates_emb =
tf.nn.embedding_lookup(self.output_word_emb_matrix,
self._candidates_vec)
candidates_emb_sum = tf.reduce_sum(candidates_emb, 1)
return tf.matmul(context_vector,
tf.transpose(candidates_emb_sum))
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If the task required the generation of a response instead of retrieval, an RNN could have
been used to generate the answer token-by-token in a fashion similar to machine translation
tasks.

Putting it together
We can then write an inference method to bring together the various modules into a
single pipeline for reading inputs and questions, obtaining context vectors, and producing
an output:
def _inference(self, facts, questions):
with tf.variable_scope("MemoryNetwork"):
input_vectors = self._input_module(facts)
question_vectors = self._question_module(questions)
context_vectors = self._memory_module(question_vectors,
input_vectors)
output = self._output_module(context_vectors)
return output

Lastly, we define the fit and predict functions, which can be used to train and make
predictions using the memory network as part of a larger pipeline. We use a feed_dict to
pass data into the operations that we had defined in the initialization code, which in turn
will run the _inference function:
def fit(self, facts, questions, answers):
feed_dict = {self._facts: facts,
self._questions: questions,
self._answers: answers}
loss, _ = self._session.run([self.loss_op, self.train_op],
feed_dict=feed_dict)
return loss
def predict(self, facts, questions):
feed_dict = {self._facts: facts, self._questions: questions}
return self._session.run(self.predict_op, feed_dict=feed_dict)
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Extending memory networks for dialog
modeling
We consider a dialog as a turn-based conversation between two participants (say A and B),
where each turn of dialog involves an utterance by A followed by a response by B. We can
then treat the production of a response at each turn as an NLU task where we must choose
or generate an appropriate response for an incoming query based on the entire
conversation history before the query.
We have already discussed how we can build a memory network-based QA model, which
takes a question and some associated facts as input, and produces a response to the
question by reasoning over the facts. To effectively model dialog as part of such a
framework, the utterance at each turn of the conversation would be a question, and the
entire dialog history would be the facts, based on which a memory network will produce
the response:

For dialog to continue at the next turn, the previous utterance and response pair will have
to be appended to the conversation history. The model will then be used to process the next
utterance and produce an appropriate response for it, till the end of the conversation.
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Before we dive into the code behind a memory network chatbot, we will introduce a few
dialog datasets, and talk about one in particular—the bAbI dialog dataset by Facebook AI
research.

Dialog datasets
Dialog tasks are generally divided into two broad categories: open-ended conversation
(also known as chit-chat) and goal-oriented systems.
Open-ended dialog systems generally deal with conversing on unrestricted subjects and
are trained using large scale corpuses from Twitter conversations, reddit replies, or similar
forum posts. Since most open-ended tasks require the generation of responses, most models
use the seq2seq framework, similar to machine translation or text summarization, and are
evaluated using a combination of translation metrics (such as BLEU score) and human
evaluation.
The key challenges involved in building these neural conversational models besides
language modelling and generation are the lack of consistent personality, as the models are
trained on many dialogs with different speakers, and have the tendency to produce noncommittal answers (such as I don't know) to every utterance.
Goal-oriented dialog systems, on the other hand, are designed for extremely specific
interactions between users and bots, such as customer care services, restaurant reservations,
movie bookings, or other concierge services. They are usually evaluated on their ability to
predict the dialog state by slot filling or to select the most appropriate response at each turn
of dialog.
The key challenge for goal-oriented systems is combining prior knowledge, conversation
history, and context to meet the goals set for them. Hence, the most common architectures
involve extending QA models to conduct dialogs, as discussed in the previous section.

The bAbI dialog dataset
The bAbI dialog dataset (introduced by Bordes et al. in 2016) is one of the simplest goaloriented dialog datasets aimed at testing end-to-end trained systems in the domain of
restaurant reservations. The dialog tasks are meant to complement the bAbI tasks for text
understanding, which were described earlier.
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Complete information about the creation and usage of the bAbI
dialog dataset can be found in the paper Learning End-to-End GoalOriented Dialog by Antoine Bordes, Y-Lan Boureau, and Jason Weston
at http://arxiv.org/abs/1605.07683. The data can be downloaded from
the following URL: https://research.fb.com/downloads/babi/.
Set in the domain of restaurant reservation, this synthetically generated dataset breaks
down a conversation between a bot and a user into five tasks to test some crucial
capabilities that dialog systems should have. Given a knowledge base (KB) of restaurants
and their properties (location, type of cuisine, and so on), the aim of the dialog is to book
a restaurant for the user. Full dialogs are divided into various stages, each of which tests
whether models can learn abilities, such as implicit dialog state tracking, using KB facts in
dialog, and dealing with new entities that don't appear in dialogs from the training set.
The following figure will help you understand the tasks better:
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The conversations are generated by a simulator (in a fixed template format) based on an
underlying KB containing all the restaurants and their properties. Each restaurant is
defined by a type of cuisine (ten choices, for example, Italian, Indian), a location (ten
choices, for example, London, Tokyo), a price range (cheap, moderate, or expensive), a
party size (2, 4, 6, or 8 people), and a rating (from 1 to 8). Each restaurant also has an
address and a phone number. Making an API call to the KB returns a list of facts related to
all the restaurants that satisfy the four parameters: location, cuisine, price range, and party
size. In addition to the user and bot utterances, dialogs in each task are comprised of API
calls and the resulting facts. Conversations are generated using natural language patterns
after randomly selecting each of the four required fields: location, cuisine, price range, and
party size. There are 43 patterns for the user and 15 for the bot (the user can say something
in up to four different ways, while the bot only has one).
Although the tasks were designed to be used as a framework to analyze the shortcomings
of dialog systems in a goal-oriented setting, we will focus on the fifth task: conducting a full
conversation. This task combines all aspects of the first four tasks into full dialog scripts
and can be used to train a simple chatbot for restaurant reservations.

Raw data format
Each of the five tasks has 1,000 dialogues each for training, validation, and testing. The file
format for each task is as follows:
ID user_utterance [tab] bot_response
...

The IDs for a given dialog start at 1 and increase. When the IDs in a file reset back to 1, the
following sentences are the start of a new dialog. This is an example of a raw dialog:
1 hi
hello what can i help you with today
2 can you make a restaurant reservation with french cuisine for four
people in an expensive price range
i'm on it
3 &lt;SILENCE&gt;
where should it be
4 tokyo please
ok let me look into some options for you
5 &lt;SILENCE&gt;
api_call french tokyo four expensive

The model must learn to predict the bot response for each user utterance. The response can
be a sentence or an API call (starting with api_call).
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Writing a chatbot in TensorFlow
In the following sections, we shall go through a pipeline for training and interacting with a
memory network chatbot using the bAbI dialog dataset: we will load the data, process it
to be compatible with the memory network framework, write a wrapper around the model
described previously, and finally train our chatbot.

Loading dialog datasets in the QA format
As described in the previous section, we need to convert dialog data from line-by-line
conversation turns into a (facts, question, answer) tuple format for each turn of the dialog.
For this purpose, we need to write a method that will read lines from the raw dialog corpus
and return the desired tuples for training in a memory network paradigm.
Since we will be using word vectors as inputs to our model, we first need to define a
tokenize method which will be used for converting a sentence into a list of words (minus
special symbols and common words):
def tokenize(sent):
stop_words = {"a", "an", "the"}
sent = sent.lower()
if sent == '&lt;silence&gt;':
return [sent]
# Convert sentence to tokens
result = [word.strip() for word in re.split('(\W+)?', sent)
if word.strip() and word.strip() not in stop_words]
# Cleanup
if not result:
result = ['&lt;silence&gt;']
if result[-1]=='.' or result[-1]=='?' or result[-1]=='!':
result = result[:-1]
return result

Then, we can define a function to read the raw data files from the bAbI dialog dataset
and process them. We parse the text in a file, line-by-line, and keep track of all possible
(facts, question, answer) tuples in the data. We must keep updating the facts list in a dialog
as we move from one line to the next, and reset the facts list when we encounter a blank
line. We must also be careful about lines which do not contain an (utterance, response) pair:
def parse_dialogs_per_response(lines, candidates_to_idx):
data = []
facts_temp = []
utterance_temp = None
response_temp = None
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# Parse line by line
for line in lines:
line = line.strip()
if line:
id, line = line.split(' ', 1)
if '\t' in line: # Has utterance and response
utterance_temp, response_temp = line.split('\t')
# Convert answer to integer index
answer = candidates_to_idx[response_temp]
# Tokenize sentences
utterance_temp = tokenize(utterance_temp)
response_temp = tokenize(response_temp)
# Add (facts, question, answer) tuple to data
data.append((facts_temp[:], utterance_temp[:], answer))
# Add utterance/response encoding
utterance_temp.append('$u')
response_temp.append('$r')
# Add turn count temporal encoding
utterance_temp.append('#' + id)
response_temp.append('#' + id)
# Update facts
facts_temp.append(utterance_temp)
facts_temp.append(response_temp)
else: # Has KB Fact
response_temp = tokenize(line)
response_temp.append('$r')
response_temp.append('#' + id)
facts_temp.append(response_temp)
else: # Start of new dialog
facts_temp = []
return data

An important nuance to note is that we have added two extra symbols (utterance/response
encoding and turn count encoding) to the tokenized versions of all facts, questions, and
responses in our data. This results in our model treating these encodings as words and
building word vectors for them. The utterance/response encoding helps the model to
differentiate between sentences spoken by the user and the bot, and the turn count
encoding builds temporal understanding in the model.
Here, the candidates dictionary is a mapping of candidate answers to integer indices. We
need to do such a conversion because our memory network will be performing a softmax
over the candidates, dictionary integer entries, which can then point us to the chosen
response. The candidates dictionary can be constructed directly from a file containing all
possible response candidates line-by-line, along with tokenized versions of the response
candidates themselves, as follows:
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candidates = []
candidates_to_idx = {}
with open('dialog-babi/dialog-babi-candidates.txt') as f:
for i, line in enumerate(f):
candidates_to_idx[line.strip().split(' ', 1)[1]] = i
line = tokenize(line.strip())[1:]
candidates.append(line)

Next, we can use the candidates dictionary to load the training, validation, and testing
dialogs in the QA format using the parsing method we just defined:
train_data = []
with open('dialog-babi/dialog-babi-task5-full-dialogs-trn.txt') as f:
train_data = parse_dialogs_per_response(f.readlines(),
candidates_to_idx)
test_data = []
with open('dialog-babi/dialog-babi-task5-full-dialogs-tst.txt') as f:
test_data = parse_dialogs_per_response(f.readlines(),
candidates_to_idx)
val_data = []
with open('dialog-babi/dialog-babi-task5-full-dialogs-dev.txt') as f:
val_data = parse_dialogs_per_response(f.readlines(), candidates_to_idx)

Vectorizing the data
The final stage of preprocessing the data is to vectorize or quantize our dialogs and
candidates. This entails converting each word or token into an integer value, which implies
that any sequence of words is now transformed into a sequence of integers corresponding
to each word.
We will first write a method to vectorize candidate texts. We also have to keep in mind a
fixed word length (sentence_size) of each vectorized candidate. Hence, we need to pad
(with 0s, which corresponds to empty words) those candidate vectors whose length is less
than the required sentence size:
def vectorize_candidates(candidates, word_idx, sentence_size):
# Determine shape of final vector
shape = (len(candidates), sentence_size)
candidates_vector = []
for i, candidate in enumerate(candidates):
# Determine zero padding
zero_padding = max(0, sentence_size - len(candidate))
# Append to final vector
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candidates_vector.append(
[word_idx[w] if w in word_idx else 0 for w in candidate]
+ [0] * zero_padding)
# Return as TensorFlow constant
return tf.constant(candidates_vector, shape=shape)

Next, we will write a method to vectorize our dialog data in a similar manner. Another
important aspect we need to care about is to ensure that we pad the facts vector for each
data sample with empty memories (vectors of 0s of sentence_size) to a fixed memory
size:
def vectorize_data(data, word_idx, sentence_size, batch_size,
max_memory_size):
facts_vector = []
questions_vector = []
answers_vector = []
# Sort data in descending order by number of facts
data.sort(key=lambda x: len(x[0]), reverse=True)
for i, (fact, question, answer) in enumerate(data):
# Find memory size
if i % batch_size == 0:
memory_size = max(1, min(max_memory_size, len(fact)))
# Build fact vector
fact_vector = []
for i, sentence in enumerate(fact, 1):
fact_padding = max(0, sentence_size - len(sentence))
fact_vector.append(
[word_idx[w] if w in word_idx else 0 for w in sentence]
+ [0] * fact_padding)
# Keep the most recent sentences that fit in memory
fact_vector = fact_vector[::-1][:memory_size][::-1]
# Pad to memory_size
memory_padding = max(0, memory_size - len(fact_vector))
for _ in range(memory_padding):
fact_vector.append([0] * sentence_size)
# Build question vector
question_padding = max(0, sentence_size - len(question))
question_vector = [word_idx[w] if w in word_idx else 0
for w in question] \
+ [0] * question_padding
# Append to final vectors
facts_vector.append(np.array(fact_vector))
questions_vector.append(np.array(question_vector))
# Answer is already an integer corresponding to a candidate
answers_vector.append(np.array(answer))
return facts_vector, questions_vector, answers_vector
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We emphasize knowing these dimensions beforehand because we will be sending these
vectors to the TensorFlow model, which needs to know the sizes of its input to construct
the model graph.

Wrapping the memory network model in a chatbot class
We will be feeding data to a generic chatbot class and calling the vectorize methods inside
it. We will use it as a wrapper for the memory network model we defined earlier. In theory,
the model can be swapped out for any other QA-based model.

Class constructor
The class constructor lets us load the data and candidates, and then build a vocabulary
and subsequently initialize our TensorFlow session and memory network object:
class ChatBotWrapper(object):
def __init__(self, train_data, test_data, val_data,
candidates, candidates_to_idx,
memory_size, batch_size, learning_rate,
evaluation_interval, hops,
epochs, embedding_size):
self.memory_size = memory_size
self.batch_size = batch_size
self.evaluation_interval = evaluation_interval
self.epochs = epochs
self.candidates = candidates
self.candidates_to_idx = candidates_to_idx
self.candidates_size = len(candidates)
self.idx_to_candidates = dict((self.candidates_to_idx[key], key)
for key in self.candidates_to_idx)
# Initialize data and build vocabulary
self.train_data = train_data
self.test_data = test_data
self.val_data = val_data
self.build_vocab(train_data + test_data + val_data, candidates)
# Vectorize candidates
self.candidates_vec = vectorize_candidates(
candidates, self.word_idx, self.candidate_sentence_size)
# Initialize optimizer
optimizer = tf.train.AdamOptimizer(learning_rate=learning_rate)
# Initialize TensorFlow session and Memory Network model
self.sess = tf.Session()
self.model = MemoryNetwork(
self.sentence_size, self.vocab_size,
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self.candidates_size, self.candidates_vec,
embedding_size, hops,
optimizer=optimizer, session=self.sess)

Building a vocabulary for word embedding lookup
We want to create word embeddings for each of the words in our facts, candidates, and
questions. Hence, we need to read our data and candidates to calculate the number of
words to create embeddings for, as well as maximum sentence lengths. This information is
passed to the memory network model to initialize the embedding matrices and input
placeholders:
def build_vocab(self, data, candidates):
# Build word vocabulary set from all data and candidate words
vocab = reduce(lambda x1, x2: x1 | x2,
(set(list(chain.from_iterable(facts)) + questions)
for facts, questions, answers in data))
vocab |= reduce(lambda x1, x2: x1 | x2,
(set(candidate) for candidate in candidates))
vocab = sorted(vocab)
# Assign integer indices to each word
self.word_idx = dict((word, idx + 1) for idx, word in
enumerate(vocab))
# Compute various data size numbers
max_facts_size = max(map(len, (facts for facts, _, _ in data)))
self.sentence_size = max(
map(len, chain.from_iterable(facts for facts, _, _ in data)))
self.candidate_sentence_size = max(map(len, candidates))
question_size = max(map(len, (questions for _, questions, _ in
data)))
self.memory_size = min(self.memory_size, max_facts_size)
self.vocab_size = len(self.word_idx) + 1 # +1 for null word
self.sentence_size = max(question_size, self.sentence_size)

Training the chatbot model
We can pass the vectorized training data (using the method we defined in the previous
section) to our chatbot and call the memory network's fit method to train over minibatches of the training data while evaluating our model's performance on the validation set
at fixed intervals:
def predict_for_batch(self, facts, questions):
preds = []
# Iterate over mini-batches
for start in range(0, len(facts), self.batch_size):
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end = start + self.batch_size
facts_batch = facts[start:end]
questions_batch = questions[start:end]
# Predict per batch
pred = self.model.predict(facts_batch, questions_batch)
preds += list(pred)
return preds
def train(self):
# Vectorize training and validation data
train_facts, train_questions, train_answers = vectorize_data(
self.train_data, self.word_idx, self.sentence_size,
self.batch_size, self.memory_size)
val_facts, val_questions, val_answers = vectorize_data(
self.val_data, self.word_idx, self.sentence_size,
self.batch_size, self.memory_size)
# Chunk training data into batches
batches = zip(range(0, len(train_facts) - self.batch_size,
self.batch_size),
range(self.batch_size, len(train_facts),
self.batch_size))
batches = [(start, end) for start, end in batches]
# Start training loop
for epoch in range(1, self.epochs + 1):
np.random.shuffle(batches)
total_cost = 0.0
for start, end in batches:
facts = train_facts[start:end]
questions = train_questions[start:end]
answers = train_answers[start:end]
# Train on batch
batch_cost = self.model.fit(facts, questions, answers)
total_cost += batch_cost
if epoch % self.evaluation_interval == 0:
# Compute accuracy over training and validation set
train_preds = self.predict_for_batch(
train_facts, train_questions)
val_preds = self.predict_for_batch(
val_facts, val_questions)
train_acc = metrics.accuracy_score(
train_preds, train_answers)
val_acc = metrics.accuracy_score(
val_preds, val_answers)
print("Epoch: ", epoch)
print("Total Cost: ", total_cost)
print("Training Accuracy: ", train_acc)
print("Validation Accuracy: ", val_acc)
print("---")
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Evaluating the chatbot on the testing set
We can then write a method to predict the responses for each of the dialogs in our testing
dataset and obtain accuracy scores:
def test(self):
# Compute accuracy over test set
test_facts, test_questions, test_answers = vectorize_data(
self.test_data, self.word_idx, self.sentence_size,
self.batch_size, self.memory_size)
test_preds = self.predict_for_batch(test_facts, test_questions)
test_acc = metrics.accuracy_score(test_preds, test_answers)
print("Testing Accuracy: ", test_acc)

Interacting with the chatbot
Finally, we can interact with our chatbot by following the framework described in the
previous sections. After each user utterance, we ask the memory network to predict a
response based on the conversation history and the utterance. Then, the utterance and
response are appended to the conversation history and we can enter an utterance once
again:
def interactive_mode(self):
facts = []
utterance = None
response = None
turn_count = 1
while True:
line = input("==&gt; ").strip().lower()
if line == "exit":
break
if line == "restart":
facts = []
turn_count = 1
print("Restarting dialog...\n")
continue
utterance = tokenize(line)
data = [(facts, utterance, -1)]
# Vectorize data and make prediction
f, q, a = vectorize_data(data, self.word_idx,
self.sentence_size, self.batch_size, self.memory_size)
preds = self.model.predict(f, q)
response = self.idx_to_candidates[preds[0]]
# Print predicted response
print(response)
response = tokenize(response)
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# Add turn count temporal encoding
utterance.append("$u")
response.append("$r")
# Add utterance/response encoding
utterance.append("#" + str(turn_count))
response.append("#" + str(turn_count))
# Update facts memory
facts.append(utterance)
facts.append(response)
turn_count += 1

Putting it all together
To run everything we have just coded, we will define our model hyperparameters and
instantiate our chatbot model. We will then proceed to start training the model for 200
epochs, evaluating its performance on the validation set every 10 epochs. After training, we
can test the model on the testing data as follows:
chatbot = ChatBotWrapper(train_data, test_data, val_data,
candidates, candidates_to_idx,
memory_size=50,
batch_size=32,
learning_rate=0.001,
evaluation_interval=10,
hops=3,
epochs=100,
embedding_size=50)
chatbot.train()
chatbot.test()

The following is the output:
Epoch: 10
Total Cost: 17703.9733608
Training Accuracy: 0.756870229008
Validation Accuracy: 0.729912770223
-----------------------------------------------Epoch: 20
Total Cost: 7439.67566451
Training Accuracy: 0.903217011996
Validation Accuracy: 0.857127377147
-----------------------------------------------Epoch: 30
Total Cost: 3179.78263753
Training Accuracy: 0.982769901854
Validation Accuracy: 0.939372595763
.
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-----------------------------------------------Epoch: 80
Total Cost: 1949.99280906
Training Accuracy: 0.980861504907
Validation Accuracy: 0.937747196186
-----------------------------------------------Epoch: 90
Total Cost: 500.894205613
Training Accuracy: 0.995637949836
Validation Accuracy: 0.95400119196
-----------------------------------------------Epoch: 100
Total Cost: 912.067172846
Training Accuracy: 0.995092693566
Validation Accuracy: 0.954813891748
------------------------------------------------Testing Accuracy: 0.958093271008

As we train our chatbot, we can evaluate its performance on the validation data and
should see its loss decrease and accuracy increase. At the end of training, we end up having
a model with decent performance on the test set, although it can be even better if we
employ more rigorous regularization schemes, such as gradient clipping, L2 norm
regularization, or dropout. Adding them is fairly straightforward using TensorFlow, and is
left as an exercise to the reader.

Example of an interactive conversation
We can also run our trained chatbot in interactive mode to have a real-time conversation
with it:
chatbot.interactive_mode()

We can interact with the chatbot by typing text whenever prompted by the ==&gt; symbol:
==&gt; good morning
hello what can i help you with today
==&gt; i'd like to book a table for eight
i'm on it
==&gt;
any preference on a type of cuisine
==&gt; with italian cuisine
where should it be
==&gt; in bombay
which price range are looking for
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==&gt; i am looking for a moderate restaurant
ok let me look into some options for you
==&gt;
api_call italian bombay eight moderate
==&gt; instead could it be in a cheap price range
sure is there anything else to update
==&gt; actually i would prefer in london
sure is there anything else to update
==&gt; no
ok let me look into some options for you
==&gt;
api_call italian london eight cheap
==&gt;
.
.
.

As we try various types of interactions, we can see that our simple memory network has
learned to produce an appropriate response to most of our questions, but may stumble
when dealing with proper nouns or named entities, such as restaurants and the associated
facts stored in the KB. Dealing with such entities can be considered a line of research in
itself, and many subfields of NLP research need to come together to build chatbots for realworld deployment.

Literature on and related to memory networks
For more curious readers, here is a list of papers introducing new ideas and architectures
related to or inspired by memory networks for natural language understanding:
Title

Description
Introduced by Salesforce Research at around
the same time as Facebook's memory
Dynamic Memory
networks, DMNs use more sophisticated
Networks (DMNs)
RNNs for representation building and
and Dynamic
iterating over episodic memory. DCNs are
Coattention Networks
Salesforce's latest iteration of attention-based
(DCNs)
reasoning models with a novel coattention
mechanism.
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ArXiv URL
https://arxiv.
org/abs/1506.
07285
https://arxiv.
org/abs/1711.
00106
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DeepMind's NTMs and DNC set themselves
Neural Turing
more enthusiastic goals: to make neural
Machines (NTMs) and
networks that can read and write to an
Differentiable Neural
external storage and execute any algorithms
Computer (DNC)
that computers can.
Seq2seq Memory
Network
Recurrent Entity
Networks

Microsoft Research introduced a seq2seq
model for dialog generation, which they
augmented with a memory module very
similar to memory networks.
Facebook's latest iteration of attention-based
models, which can build memory and reason
over it on the fly, as opposed to explicitly in
the case of memory networks.

https://arxiv.
org/abs/1410.5401
https://www.
nature.com/
articles/
nature20101
https://arxiv.
org/pdf/1702.
01932.pdf
https://arxiv.
org/pdf/1612.
03969.pdf

Summary
We've taken a whirlwind tour of Question-Answering as a natural language understanding
problem and learned how to build a generic memory network model for any QA task. We
then investigated the problem of conversation modelling as a QA task, and extended the
memory network to train a goal-oriented chatbot.
We built a simple retrieval-based chatbot to help users book restaurants according to their
preferences. Some of the aspects that readers can explore further could be more
sophisticated attention mechanisms, more powerful representation encoders for sentences,
and using generative models instead of retrieval methods.
In the next chapter, we shall cover language translation using encoder-decoder models and
introduce more complicated attention mechanisms for sequence alignment.
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